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USE ANALYSIS OF MICROSERVES IN 
E-LEARNING SYSTEM WITH MULTI-
VARIANT ACCESS TO EDUCATIONAL 
MATERIALS

The object of research is the electronic learning system. The subject of the research is the method of using microservices 
in the construction of online systems. One of the most problematic areas in the development of high-load online systems is 
the coordination of all microservices in a single system and the distribution of the load on hardware resources at critical 
indicators of system utilization. This leads to the complication of the process of development, implementation and opera-
tion of the training system, as well as high requirements for the personnel who will support the operation of the system.

In the research, during the transition from the monolithic architecture of the e-learning system to the microservice 
architecture, the main indicators of the server hardware and the average response time to user requests were monitored. 
These indicators were fundamental when setting up the system as a whole and balancing the load during its operation.

The proposed method for the implementation of the system can significantly reduce the hardware requirements 
and reduce the response time of the system under high load conditions (from 10,000 unique users per unit of time). 
Also, this method greatly simplifies the development and modification of online systems that use a large number of 
different user roles and differentiation of levels of access to the system.

The obtained results of the approbation of the method allow to consider it an effective tool for the development of on-
line learning systems with multivariate access to educational materials. Unlike existing monolithic architects, the proposed 
method allows to manage system resources and apply new settings without rebooting, which allows to ensure the continuity 
of system operation. As a justification for this method, options for the implementation of online training systems and load 
balancing settings are proposed. The management of load balancing in the microservice architecture of the implementation 
of online systems is based on the analysis of the load indicators of processor cores and the use of RAM by system services.
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1.  Introduction

The rapid growth in demand for elearning systems (ELS) 
has given a new impetus to the development of online ELS 
and even the resumption of work on projects that developers 
have abandoned due to lack of monetization. This increase 
in demand was especially noticeable with the transition to 
distance learning in universities and schools around the 
world during quarantine.

Experience of work with a variety of readymade solu
tions for online ELS has shown in most cases the impos
sibility of their use in today’s reality, when the system can 
be accessed by hundreds of thousands of users.

The main problems in the work of readymade solutions 
for online ELS include:

– longterm system responses;
– code processing errors due to lack of CPU time on 
the server;
– restriction of database (DB) availability due to queue 
overflow.

In most cases, these problems are usually solved by an 
exponential increase in hardware capacity. Typically, online  
ELS is built on a monolithic architecture, so this solution 
only allows to postpone problems in the system for some 
time, rather than solve them.

Based on the results presented in [1–3] and our own 
research, the transition to a microservice architecture for build
ing online ELSs was proposed. This was an analysis of key 
indicators of online ELS compared with the developed solution 
and an analysis of possible disadvantages of this solution.

Microservice architectural style involves an approach to 
the development of a single application as a set of small 
services, each of which works in its own process [1]. These 
services can be deployed independently of a fully automated 
deployment mechanism. There is a minimum of centralized 
management of these services, which can be written in dif
ferent programming languages and use different storage 
technologies.

The relevance of the research topic is due to the need to 
coordinate the work of all microservices in the development  
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of highload online ELS. In this regard, the object of re-
search is the elearning system. The subject of research 
is the method of using microservices to create of online 
systems. The aim of research is a comparative analysis of 
monolithic and microservice architectures for the imple
mentation of ELS.

2.  Methods of research

2.1.  Monolithic architecture of online e-learning systems 
implementation. The consideration of online ELS should 
be approached as a standalone system within a common 
learning system. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the 
construction of online ELS through possible options for the 
organization of distance learning and their specifics. This 
approach allows to determine for what purposes a particular 

option may be most acceptable and under what conditions. 
And also to determine the specifics of the components of 
each of the possible options and what impact a particular 
option has on the organization of the educational process, 
organizational forms and means of learning [4].

To build online ELS, it is necessary to determine its place 
in the overall education system. The analysis of work [4] 
allowed to schematically present the model of organiza
tion of education in higher education institutions (Fig. 1).

In the proposed monolithic solutions for the implementa
tion of online ELS for the formation of the data warehouse 
used a modification of the Dexter model (Fig. 2), where the 
mark «...» presents modules that do not participate in the 
formation of educational materials. The system is implemented 
on a monolithic architecture (MA) using a single database 
on the database management system (DBMS) MySQL.
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Fig. 1. Model of integration of full-time and distance learning for higher education institutions
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To implement a multilevel access system and the abi
lity to adapt the work of online ELS to the needs of 
users, as described in [5], and in accordance with the 
methods of using multiagent systems in the construction 
of ELS [6, 7] was implemented:

– subsystem of selection of concepts (Fig. 2, element 3);
– content selection subsystem (Fig. 2, element 4).
As a result of the first subsystem, the parameters of 

the dynamic model are determined, which indicates the 
difference between the level of student knowledge and 
expectations, which are formed by the subject area (Fig. 2, 
element 1) and agreed with the qualification requirements 
(Fig. 2, element 2). The subsystem for assessing the cur
rent knowledge of students (Fig. 2, element 6) forms the 
main indicators of the success of the educational process.

The content selection subsystem is responsible for the 
formation of the list of educational objects (Fig. 2, element 7)  
that meet the choice of users and the requirements of the 
training course. The learning management module (Fig. 2, 
element 5) forms the interface and functional parameters of 
the ELS. Possible representation of educational objects is 
described in [8], where the approach to the formation of 
educational materials in the form of three scenarios (levels) 
of content disclosure, and [9], where the approach to the 
construction of interfaces, according to selected parameters.

The peculiarity of the implementation of multivari
ate access in a monolithic architecture involves constant 
monitoring of the user’s access level to give it the ap
propriate rights, which provide a level of access to data.

2.2.  Microservice architecture for the implementation of 
online  electronic  learning  systems. When creating online 
ELS for microservice architecture (MSA), it is necessary to 
break the monolithic system into a set of separate services. 

During the development of the system, the main properties 
of microservices that need to be provided for the function
ing of the entire complex of online ELS were identified:

– small – one service can develop one team of no more 
than 6 employees, one team can develop 6–10 services, 

one service can be completely rewritten by one team 
for one Agile iteration [1];
– independent – implementation of High Cohesion and 
Low Coupling patterns, when each microservice works in 
its own process and therefore must explicitly mark its API;
– builds around business needs and uses a limited con
text – areas of responsibility of the microservice, formulated 
around a certain business need, the more compact it is, 
the easier it is to create a new microservice [10, 11];
– use of the Design for failure approach – one of the 
most critical places in microservice architecture is the 
need to develop code for a distributed system, the com
ponents of which interact through the network. And the 
network is unreliable by nature. The network may simply 
fail, may be slow, may suddenly stop skipping any type 
of message because the firewall settings have changed. 
Therefore, microservices must properly handle the vari
ous failure options, be able to wait, be able to return 
to normal operation when restoring the counterparty;
– limited centralization (many databases, many con
texts, which implies the impossibility of synchronous 
interaction of several microservices). This problem is 
solved by abandoning the constant consistency of data, 
where possible errors are either handled by a more 
complex architecture, or through monitoring data;
– iterative development (gradual introduction of mi
croservices with testing of their interaction).
The transition to the new architecture was implemented 

by a PHP programming language and MySQL database. 
It was decided to allocate the following servers for the 
implementation of microservices (Fig. 3):

– server of training courses (TC);
– server of virtual laboratories (VL);
– server of personal accounts (PA);
– server of knowledge testing system (KTS);
– server of user performance evaluation (UPE);
– server of analytics;
– server of data processing center (DPC);
– servers of data import for organizing access to services.
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the developed online e-learning system based on microservice architecture
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For external systems the mark «E» is used. For example,  
EPA is an external system of personal accounts, which 
uses EDB (external database) of personal accounts.

Multivariate access provides a variety of interfaces for dif
ferent user groups (for example, administrators, teachers and 
students when using microservices Personal account, Training 
courses, Knowledge testing system will see different repre
sentations of information according to their level of access.

Each of the microservices is located on a separate virtual 
server, which receives the necessary resource in accordance with 
the general principles of load balancing on the system. The 
load balancing module is configured at the server core le vel 
and provides for the use of decisionmaking algorithms based 
on the state of the system [12–14] according to the following 
input parameters: type of protocols for network balancing.

2.3.  Description of  the hardware base  for  research. The 
research was conducted on two versions of dedicated servers:

1) based on Intel Xeon E31230 v5/6, with a frequency 
of 3.2 GHz, 6 cores and 6 GB of RAM;

2) based on Intel Xeon 2x E52690 v2, with a fre
quency of 3.0 GHz, the possibility of multithreading – 
40 threads, 20 cores and 256 GB of RAM.

The research was conducted on the same type of training 
courses (100 training courses, among which were experi
mental courses for training UAV pilots (unmanned aerial 
vehicle) [15, 16]). The load was implemented using a software 
simulation system. The following load has been generated: 
200, 1000, 10000, 50,000 users. The main cha racteristics for 
the analysis were: the average percentage of CPU cores, the 

average value of RAM usage, the average server response 
time, the average database response time, the average page 
load time.

Fig. 4 presents a window for analyzing the percentage of 
CPU cores for the case of a monolithic architecture, a server 
of variant 1 and a load of 180–200 simultaneous users (Fig. 5).

The use of microservice architecture has shown a number 
of problems that can be divided into two main groups:

– organizational: 
a) maintenance in the agreed state of hundreds of mi

croservices, which are constantly and unpredictably updated;
b) setting up access to environments for each engineer 

of each team;
c) defining a team for writing integration tests. As a so

lution to these problems is the practice of using Agile and 
DevOps systems development techniques;

– architectural: continuous operation of the system 
during the transition from a monolithic architecture, 
where everything is synchronous, coherent and unified,  
to a distributed microservice architecture based on many 
small elements, which must take into account possible 
data inconsistencies.

3.  Research results and discussion

The results of the research, which was conducted for 
2 hours on each of the servers, are presented in Table 1 
(for the server with Variant 1 configuration) and in Table 2 
(for the server with Variant 2 configuration) for each type 
of architecture.

 
Fig. 4. Screenshot of the server CPU kernel load monitoring system window

 
Fig. 5. Screenshot of the Google Analytics window with the number of simultaneous users per system per second
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In the Table 1, 2 the following notation is used:
– CPU – the average percentage of CPU cores;
– Mem – the average value of RAM usage;
– ta – the average response time of the server;
– taDB – the average response time of the database;
– td – average page load time.
It should be noted that the implementation of MSA 

on the server under option 1 is complicated by the small 
number of processor cores, because this architecture involves 
the deployment of 11 virtual servers. This problem was 
solved by distributing user flows by services, so the average 
response time of the pages was within acceptable limits. 
When estimating the average access time to the system built 
on the MSA, the average access time to all microservices 
is used without taking into account the «downtime» of 
a microservice per unit time.

Table 1

The average performance of the server with the configuration 1

Number of users 200

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta , sec taDB, sec td , sec

MA 15.12 2.1 0.123107 0.052311 1.245121

MSA 75.23 4.45 0.156196 0.012423 1.034537

Number of users 1000

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta, sec taDB, sec td, sec

MA 45.67 4.15 0.234235 0.254422 1.245176

MSA 78.45 4.67 0.156185 0.109924 1.034553

Number of users 10000

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta, sec taDB, sec td, sec

MA 87.89 5.07 2.124423 0.852391 5.151433*

MSA 85.67 5.11 0.915622 0.212415 2.146729

Number of users 50000

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta, sec taDB, sec td, sec

MA 99.91 5.97 5.523212* 2.151213* 14.2312*

MSA 92.14 5.34 1.556898 0.533567 4.241383

Note: * – possible error ERR_CONNECTION_TIMED_OUT

Table 2

Average performance of the server with the configuration 2

Number of users 200

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta , sec taDB , sec td , sec

MA 5.11 2.21 0.121212 0.005111 0.921255

MSA 18.53 6.87 0.096155 0.002177 0.321997

Number of users 1000

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta , sec taDB , sec td , sec

MA 25.67 14.15 0.164888 0.053234 1.092451

MSA 20.15 17.97 0.116122 0.009664 1.014553

Number of users 10000

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta , sec taDB , sec td , sec

MA 59.34 65.07 0.944493 0.151392 2.771472*

MSA 32.17 95.11 0.225677 0.011414 2.016729

Number of users 50000

Parameters CPU, % Mem, GB ta , sec taDB , sec td , sec

MA 93.61 250.97 3.233233* 1.111244* 10.2312*

MSA 44.14 115.34 0.256898 0.093544 2.241383

Note: * – possible error ERR_CONNECTION_TIMED_OUT

The research results showed:
– for loads up to 1,000 users there is no need to 
switch to MSA;
– with an expected load of 10,000 users, the mono
lithic architecture uses the resources of a sufficiently 
powerful server, but still cannot ensure the smooth 
operation of the system. The most common error in 
the system was exceeding the response timeout;
– the program with MSA can handle more than 
50,000 users, due to the possible use of load balancing 
at levels L4 and L7. This is due to the distributed 
processing of requests and data caching of services.
It should be noted that the research was conducted on 

the basis of own software solutions and optimization of 
microservices by speed. That is one of the possible solutions. 
To finally confirm the correctness of the choice of MSA 
should compare the work of the developed system with 
common software systems, which can be separate learning 
content management systems (for example, Moodle) or ad
ditional topics to standard content management systems (for  
example, LMS WordPress Theme). To compare the work of 
distributed ELS with implemented on the basis of MSA, 
it is necessary to provide them with equal conditions:

– identical in content courses;
– the same intensity of access;
– optimization of settings of the distributed ELS (on 
adjustment of a cache, queues and possible distribu
tion on separate servers of a DBMS and the software 
engine of system).

4.  Conclusions

The research confirmed the expected result from the 
transition to MSA online ELS, which was the feasibility 
of using MSA in heavily loaded systems. But in addition, 
positive results were obtained regarding the possible use of 
MA on powerful servers with multithreaded data process
ing, but up to 10,000 users present on the resource at the 
same time. The use of MSA is especially appropriate in the 
case of multivariate access to online ELS resources, when 
there is a distribution of users by different microservices.

During the development of the MSA system, the main 
properties of microservices that need to be provided for 
the functioning of the entire complex of online ELS were 
identified:

– small size of microservices;
– independence;
– the need to implement the business needs using a li
mited context;
– the need to use the Design for failure approach;
– limited centralization;
– iterative development.
During the development of the MSA online system, 

a number of organizational and architectural problems were 
identified. Solving these problems allowed to use of the 
simultaneous service of more users through the use of low
power server and to lay a margin to increase the maximum 
number of users simultaneously present on the resource.
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